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bstract

Extensive economic investigations have shown a variety of benefits derived from urban forests, but study on demand for urban forests remains

imited. This study investigates the impact of selected potential factors on the demand for urban forests at the city level. An empirical economic

odel is used to examine and estimate the demand for urban forests in all cities with population over 100,000 in the United States. The empirical
ndings suggest that the demand for urban forests is elastic with respect to price and highly responsive to changes in income. Urban forest area

ncreases as total population grows but at a lower rate than population growth.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Trees have been recognized as an important component of
rban landscapes. Like other forms of municipal infrastructure,
rban trees provide a variety of values and services, including
nergy savings, improved air quality, aesthetics, health benefits,
abitat for birds and other wildlife, and recreation enhancement.
hese factors are reflected in higher real estate prices, lower
nergy bills, and greater attraction to tourists and talented people
nd businesses (Bradley, 1995; Dwyer et al., 1992; Orland et al.,
992). Indeed, recent evidence shows that amenities function as
ew drivers for urban growth and communities dynamics (Clark
t al., 2002).

While many studies on urban forestry have analyzed the ben-
fits of urban trees (e.g., Gorman, 2004; McPherson et al., 1999;
wyer and Miller, 1999; Thompson et al., 1999; Tyrvainen,
001), very few studies have been conducted to investigate the
emand for urban trees including the factors that influence this
emand. Although it is obvious that urban forest canopy cover
Please cite this article in press as: Zhu, P., Zhang, Y., Demand for urb
doi:10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005

orrelates with ecological and geographic factors as well as
rban patterns, it is less known how socioeconomic conditions
ffect the urban forest demand. This issue is not only interest-
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ng from academic perspectives, but also has important policy
mplications.

Essentially, economics is the study of choice. An important
spect of economic choice is associated with the enjoyment of
nvironmental amenities versus the enjoyment of traditional eco-
omic goods. Trees in cities can provide a variety of benefits,
ut they are not free. To have trees in cities, people not only need
o bear the huge opportunity costs of the contributed land within
rban areas, but also need to allocate a large amount of public
unds to planting and maintenance. Therefore, any community
as to face the tradeoff in allocation of its limited fiscal budget
etween planting trees and other purposes, and the tradeoff in
llocation of its limited land between planting trees and other
lternative uses. Individuals have to make the decisions of what
ot size they should purchase for their homes and in which kind
f urban settings they would like to live. So lot size and tree
resence reflect, to some extent, the market forces determined
y the welfare of the citizens and their preferences. Develop-
rs choose to build homes and develop landscape that they feel
ill attract buyers. Homeowners may modify their landscape

o some degree based on their taste and affordability even after
heir purchase. Therefore, the presence of city trees also reflects
ndividual choices. However, developers and individuals have
o follow zoning, landscape and tree ordinances that are usually
an forests in United States cities, Landscape Urban Plann (2007),

etermined at city level.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of eco-

omic behavior on the demand for urban forests. We first discuss
he major benefits of urban trees, then we formulate demand

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005
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or urban trees. Cross-sectional data of all cities with popu-
ation over 100,000 in the United States are used to estimate
he demand for urban forests. Conclusions and discussions are
resented at the end.

. Urban forests as economic goods

Urban forests are economic goods that provide a variety of
enefits. Trees in urban landscapes moderate temperature and
icroclimates, thereby reducing the need for air conditioning

nd thus saving energy (Heisler, 1986; McPherson, 1990; Meier,
991; Oke, 1989). Urban trees help improve air quality and
equester carbon (Nowak, 1993; Nowak and McPherson, 1993;
owntree and Nowak, 1991; Smith, 1981), help stabilize soils,

educe erosion, improve groundwater recharge, control rainfall
unoff and flooding (Sanders, 1986), reduce urban noise lev-
ls (Cook, 1978), and provide habitat that increases biodiversity
Johnson, 1988). Based on modeling of air pollution, storm water
itigation and energy impacts, the Urban Ecosystem Analysis

f the Washington, DC Metropolitan Area concluded that tree
over reduced storm water storage costs by $4.7 billion and gen-
rated annual air quality benefits of $49.8 million (American
orests, 2002).

Urban trees also make neighborhoods aesthetically more
ppealing and add to the value of property (Schroeder, 1989).
revious hedonic price analyses showed clearly that trees

ncrease the value of residential properties and that people
re willing to pay more for housing with trees (Anderson and
ordell, 1985, 1988; Morales, 1980; Payne and Strom, 1975).
ore recently, Crompton (2001) concluded that a quality forest

r green space has a positive economic ripple effect on nearby
roperties. Appraised property values of homes that are adjacent
o parks and open spaces are typically about 8–20% higher than
hose of comparable properties elsewhere. Rental rates of com-

ercial office properties were about 7% higher on sites having
quality landscape, which included trees (Crompton, 2001).

Studies on how trees affect shoppers’ behavior in retail
usiness districts have been addressed as well. These studies
enerally employed the contingent valuation method. Con-
umers claim they are willing to pay more for products in
owntown shopping areas with trees, versus in comparable dis-
ricts without trees (Wolf, 2005). Customer service, merchant
elpfulness, and product quality are all judged to be better by
hoppers in places with trees (Crompton, 2001).

Evidence also shows that urban forests may reduce human
tress levels (Ulrich, 1984), promote social integration of older
dults with their neighbors (Kweon et al., 1998), and provide
ocal residents with opportunities for emotional and spiritual
ulfillment that help them cultivate a greater attachment to their
esidential areas (Chenoweth and Gobster, 1990). Furthermore,
he presence of trees and “nearby nature” in human commu-
ities generates numerous psychosocial benefits. Kuo (2003)
ound that having trees within high density neighborhoods low-
Please cite this article in press as: Zhu, P., Zhang, Y., Demand for urb
doi:10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005

rs levels of fear, contributes to less violent and aggressive
ehavior, encourages better neighbor relationships and better
oping skills. Other studies have shown that hospital patients
ecover more quickly and require fewer painkilling medications
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hen they have a view of nature (Ulrich, 1984). Finally, office
orkers with a view of nature are more productive, report fewer

llnesses, and have higher job satisfaction (Kaplan, 1993).

. Economic model of the demand for urban forests

In a city, trees can broadly be divided into two categories by
wnership. The first category includes the trees on public lands,
.g., trees in city parks and along city streets. All city citizens
hare and bear the costs of public trees together. Determining the
resence of these public urban forests is a public choice on the
ublic-owned land and streets. The second category of trees in
he city refers to private trees, e.g., trees in individual yards and
rivate lots. Individuals choose their subdivision/neighborhoods
nd the lot size based on their own preference and income. Some-
ne may argue that urban forests are not subject to individual
hoice. For example, people who like trees will not move from
hoenix to Boston simply because Boston has more trees. How-
ver, these tree enthusiasts are able to move from a treeless part
f Phoenix to a tree rich part. Hence, from a dynamic perspec-
ive, developers and city planners consider the expectations of
heir citizens in regard to trees, landscape and lot sizes. The
wners also have some capacity to modify landscape after they
urchase their houses. Therefore, the situation of urban trees
nd landscape could eventually satisfy each individual’s pref-
rences and affordability. In some situations, public trees and
rivate trees might substitute for each other. Based on Escobedo
t al. (2006), public urban forest structure is related to the socioe-
onomic strata of Santiago’s different municipalities. The total
ublic urban forest budgets were greater in the high socioeco-
omic strata. Regardless of this, when we look at the sum of
rivate and public trees across a city, this summation reflects
he average or aggregated demand for urban forests in that city,
o matter how the share between public and private trees might
iffer from another city.

It could be very interesting to see how the share between these
wo affects the demand for urban forests, and how they substi-
ute for each other. Unfortunately, no data currently exist on the
ifferent shares between public and private trees among cities.
ence, we aggregate the public and private trees at the city level,
r alternatively at the level of per capita average amount. But
e do think this is acceptable as an empirical study. Either pub-

ic demand or private demand are mixed by individual choice as
ell as public choice. The share of public forests to some degree

s individual choice since the budget, the land use are subject to
he citizen approval. The share of private forests to some degree
re subject to public choice since each individual (or develop-
rs) are subject to zoning, lot size regulation, landscape and tree
rdinance that are determined by public choice. In terms of price
f urban forests, it is not uncommon of trading between public
and and private land. The costs of planning and maintaining
rees should not vary very much between public domain and
rivate sector.
an forests in United States cities, Landscape Urban Plann (2007),

Since urban forests provide a lot of public goods, free rider
ssue needs to be considered. However, as an aggregated study at
ity level, we think it is fine. Homeowners cannot do totally what
hey like on their private lots, some tree presence is often manda-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005
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ory. Landscape and tree ordinances, zoning and other municipal
odes play an important role in maintaining good environments
nd providing amenities for neighborhoods. In addition, what we
nd of interest is the fact that most households typically con-

ribute much more than the regulations require. If homeowners
ree-ride on the positive benefits conferred by their neighbors,
hen no one in a given neighborhood has incentive to spend

ore time and money on the landscaping than required. The
uestion is, does a homeowner really enjoy the good appear-
nce of his own yard (especially the front yard) independent of
ow others view his yard or are his landscaping decisions influ-
nced by his desire to have trees that pleases his neighbors? We
now that free-rider problems exist in many contexts. However,
ot only do free rider problems not appear to plague residen-
ial neighborhoods, at least with respect to landscaping, in many
ases we observe homeowners spending considerable time and
oney to produce landscaping that yields benefits for the neigh-

orhood. That is, they are free providers rather than free riders.
e suggest that the externalities generated by a homeowner’s

ood landscaping (e.g., trees) constitute a form of social ‘good-
ess’ signaling. Individuals who engage in this type of behavior
se the implicit and explicit investments that produce socially
eneficial landscaping to convince other members of the com-
unity that they conform to the group’s norms and, as such, are

iable and valuable members of the community. The community
mbraces these individuals and rather more than individuals who
o not engage in such signaling. Because the good landscaping
ignal is highly visible in neighborhoods, individuals have both
n incentive to produce the signal and a disincentive to free ride.

Given the above justifications and considering the paucity
f data about the share between private and public forests, our
mpirical model classifies the urban forests within a city into two
omponents: (1) the average aggregated level of public and pri-
ate forests (Q) or per urban forest per capita (Q/N) across cities
hat are determined by average welfare and natural environ-

ent, and (2) the variation across individuals from the average
evel (Qi) within each city that is subject to individual taste and
elfare.
The amount of Q is jointly the result of decisions made by

ocal officials together with local citizens in allocating public
unds and land, as well as in defining average requirements for
rees on private land. However, each individual varies in his/her
uantity demanded at his/her expense and by individual deci-
ion. The utility created by Q and Qi could be different due to
pacial reasons, as well as cost difference. After choosing aggre-
ated quantity Q at city level and Qi at individual variation of
rban forests, individuals choose other composite good, y, to
aximize the utility U in Eq. (1) subject to his or her income

onstraint in Eq. (2),

i = U(Q, Qi, yi) (1)

i =
(

Pf
)

Q + PfQi + Py yi (2)
Please cite this article in press as: Zhu, P., Zhang, Y., Demand for urb
doi:10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005

N

here Ii is individual income; Pf is the unit price of urban forest;
y is the unit price of the composite good y. The cost of Q

s shared equally by the total population N. The cost of Qi is
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otally borne by private individuals. In this study, the focus is
ot on investigating how each individual’s choice influences the
emand for urban forests. Instead, we investigate the average or
otal level of demand, as our objective is to examine the variation
cross cities rather than across individuals. Hence, we delete the
ndividual component and get following equations:

= U(Q, y) (1′)

=
(

Pf

N

)
Q + Pyy (2′)

The typical household’s demand for units of urban forest
njoyment, Q, can be derived from the utility maximization
rocess, which is given in a general form as:

= Q

[(
Pf

N

)
, Py, I

]
(3)

Assuming that the demand function in Eq. (3) can be written
n constant elasticity form and that Py = $1, the demand function
ould be written as:

= k

(
Pf

N

)a

Ib (4)

Taking the natural logarithmic transformation gives the final
stimation equation for econometric analysis,

n(Q) = b0 + b1 ln(Pf) + b2 ln(I) + b3 ln(N) (5)

If we change the demand for total urban forests into demand
er capita, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as

n

(
Q

N

)
= b′

0 + b′
1 ln(Pf) + b′

2 ln(I) + b′
3 ln(N) (5′)

here Q/N is the urban forest per capita. This is a double log
conometric specification, which implies that the elasticity is
onstant and equal to the coefficients regardless of the level when
hange is occurring. Such an assumption has some limitations,
ut it is simple since we do not need to calculate the elasticity
t different level of dependent variables.

Based on the law of demand, quantity demanded for total
rban forest should respond negatively to its price (b1 < 0), and
ositively to per capita income (b2 > 0). With higher per capita
ncome, the city has more budget for urban tree programs. In
ddition, wealthy citizens are more able to afford larger lots for
heir homes and are able to spend more money on landscap-
ng during the construction of their homes, leading to a higher
umber of trees planted or maintained.

As discussed later, many researchers have found empirically
hat parks and recreation services, the complements to urban
orests, resemble a luxury good. If urban forest represents a
uxury good, its income elasticity b2 should be greater than 1.

The estimated coefficient on population gives us an indication
or the effect of population growth on urban forest demand. If all
ther inputs are assumed to be constant, the impact of popula-
an forests in United States cities, Landscape Urban Plann (2007),

ion growth on demand for urban forests is not clear at this time.
his is due to the fact that population increase would reduce

he share of the cost per capita, but at the same time increase
he congestion since urban forests are not purely public goods.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005
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or example, urban trees can promote city pride and improve
ir quality (public goods), while also provide protection of pri-
ateness and private woodlots for personal recreation (private
oods). Both the marginal value and marginal costs of urban
orests decreases when population grow: the optimum amount
f urban forests that the average individual wishes to have (both
he public as well as private for average individual) could be
t the level where the marginal value for average individual is
qual to the his or her cost share.

Another necessary control variable that must be considered
n our model is the natural environmental factor. It is well known
hat natural vegetation in undisturbed environments is primarily
function of temperature and precipitation, or geographic fac-

ors such as ecoregion or altitude that correlate with them. A large
rea that includes generally similar ecosystems and that has sim-
lar types, qualities, and quantities of environmental resources
s known as an ecoregion. Nowak et al. (1996) and Dwyer et al.
2000) show that urban tree canopy cover is highest in forested
coregions, followed by grasslands and deserts, thus confirm-
ng ecoregion as an indispensable contributor to urban canopy
ariation at a national scale.

Following this line of reasoning, in a dynamic context, we see
Please cite this article in press as: Zhu, P., Zhang, Y., Demand for urb
doi:10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005

hat the ecoregion condition may influence the changing amount
f urban forest land during different stages of city growth. In
orested ecoregions, cities are surrounded by forestland. As the
ity expands outward, more forestland will be delimited within

g
c
e
c

Fig. 1. Ecoregions of selected
 PRESS
an Planning xxx (2007) xxx–xxx

ity limits. Although part of the forestland will be converted
nto other uses such as residential or commercial use, the newly
dded area that has not been developed will greatly contribute
o the increase of urban forest. However, in grassland or desert
coregions, the situation will be different. Most regions outside
he city limit will have a lower forest coverage than those inside
he urban area. Of course, once the area has been converted into
rban use, tree canopy coverage is expected to increase, due to
he impact of human demand. In conclusion, the ecoregion factor
ill have a significant contribution to our model. For simplicity

s well as data limitation, we add a dummy of ecoregion, Deco,
nd change Eqs. (5) and (5′) into:

n(Q) = b0 + Deco + b1 ln(Pf) + b2 ln(I) + b3 ln(N) (6)

n

(
Q

N

)
= b′

0 + D′
eco + b′

1 ln(Pf) + b′
2 ln(I) + b′

3 ln(N)

(6′)

. Data

Our research will address all the big cities with population
an forests in United States cities, Landscape Urban Plann (2007),

reater than 100,000 in the United States. After deleting some
ities with missing data or incorrect data. The urban tree cov-
rage in some cities is less than 0.05%. In these cases, the
overage percentage is regarded as 0 in the National Urban For-

cities in Continental US.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005
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Unfortunately, the residential land price for these sample
cities is also unavailable. At the national level, researchers have
concluded that the logarithms of the nominal price index for
residential land, disposable income, and interest rates are coin-

Table 1
Results for the regression of residential land value

Coefficient t-Ratio

Constant −10.8479 −9.89513
ARTICLEAND-1524; No. of Pages 8
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st Report (Dwyer et al., 2000). We obtained data for 242 cities.
he locations of these sample cities are exhibited in Fig. 1.

.1. Urban forest canopy cover

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) For-
st Service collected and published canopy cover data (Dwyer
t al., 2000) in accordance with the Forest and Rangeland
enewable Resources Planning Act of 1974, which requires

he Forest Service to assess “the current and expected future
onditions of all renewable resources in the Nation”(USDA
orest Service, 1989). As such, the Forest Service has summa-
ized results at state, county, metropolitan statistical area (MSA),
rban area, and Census Designated Places levels for the contigu-
us United States. These estimates of canopy cover are based on
he USDA’s national resources inventory (NRI) and advanced
ery high-resolution radiometer (AVHRR) data. Urban forest
anopy cover, on a 0–100 percentage scale, was calculated for
very 1 km2 in the United States using statistical models for
articular physiographic regions and 1991 AVHRR data.

These statistical models predict forest density per square kilo-
eter based on the proportion of individual AVHRR pixels,

r cells within it, with particular land cover. Selected jurisdic-
ional boundaries (e.g., state, county, urban area) were added to
he data set after the complete coverage for the United States
as generated. The accuracy of the estimates of canopy cover
as determined through comparisons with canopy inventories
f selected urban areas around the United States, based on aerial
hotography (Nowak et al., 1996). However, the urban forest
anopy cover data are statistical estimates and are most suitable
or large areas (Dwyer et al., 2000). Despite this limitation, the
ata are well suited for our analysis since the minimum land
rea of the sample cities is 27.1 km2. Based on the urban forest
anopy cover data, land area data, and population data, we can
alculate the dependent variable, per capita urban forest amount,
or each sample city.

.2. Ecoregion classification data

In the mid-1990s, the National Interagency Technical Team
NITT) was formed to develop a common framework of ecolog-
cal regions for the nation. The intention was that this framework
ill foster an ecological understanding of the landscape, rather

han an understanding based on a single resource, single dis-
ipline, or single agency perspective. Currently, there are two
roadly recognized ecoregion division systems: Omernik’s
coregion system and Bailey’s ecoregion system. After com-
aring their different classification criteria, we find Omernik’s
coregions are more suitable for our analysis.

The Omernik ecoregion system is hierarchical and con-
iders the spatial patterns of both the living and non-living
omponents of the region, such as geology, physiography, veg-
tation, climate, soils, land use, wildlife, water quality, and
Please cite this article in press as: Zhu, P., Zhang, Y., Demand for urb
doi:10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005

ydrology. There are four levels in the Omernik ecosystem
ierarchy. Level I ecoregions were mapped and described by
he North American Commission for Environmental Coop-
ration (CEC) in 1997. A combined data set in Arc/INFO

L
L
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xport format, with Level I, Level II, and Level III ecore-
ions for all of North America, is available from the EPA
coregions of North America download page (http://www.
pa.gov/wed/pages/ecoregions/na eco.htm#Downloads).

In this study, a mixed use of Level I and Level II ecore-
ions was proposed. In southern Florida, the Level I ecoregion
ystem classifies this region as “Tropical Wet Forests.” But in
evel II, this region is defined as “Everglades”, which is not
ell suited for tree growth. The tree canopy coverage data col-

ected from Dwyer et al. (2000) also attests to the low canopy
ercentage in this region. All the sample cities in this region
ave their tree canopy coverage below 5%, with some even
alling below 1%. Moreover, in the central US, Level I gener-
lly classifies this region as “Great Plains”. But as stated in the
evel II ecoregion system, “Great Plains” includes temperate
rairies, west-central semi-arid prairies, south central semi-
rid prairies, Texas–Louisiana coastal plain, Tamaulipas–Texas
emi-arid plain. Urban forest coverage varies greatly among
hese regions, with normally over 10% in temperate prairies
r Texas–Louisiana coastal plain and less than 5% in others. In
hese cases, the Level I classification of ecoregion is neither suffi-
ient nor accurate for our study. Based on Omernik’s Level I and
evel II ecoregion divisions, a revised ecoregion classification

or our specific study is presented in Fig. 1.
As soon as the ecoregion division is ascertained, it is then

eft to ArcMap to match each sample city with the ecoregion
ap and extract the information of which ecoregion each city

elongs to. This information is then used to build an ecoregion
ndex with values shown in Table 2.

.3. Economic and demographic data

Demographic and socio-economic data such as population,
and area, and per capita income, can be obtained from the U.S.
ensus Bureau. We used the 2000 data. Since the price of urban

orest is unavailable, we will use the opportunity cost of urban
orest as its price. Urban forest, as one category of land use
ithin city limits, competes with other land use types such as

ommercial and residential uses. After purchasing one lot of
esidential land, the owner can decide what percent of this lot
ill be developed and what percent will be used to plant trees or

awns. In this case, the price or opportunity cost of urban forest
s best exhibited by the residential land price.
an forests in United States cities, Landscape Urban Plann (2007),

N (population) 0.309519 3.95187
N (land area) −0.39496 −5.50185
N (house value) 1.16041 12.6048
djusted R2 0.867

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005
http://www.epa.gov/wed/pages/ecoregions/na_eco.htm%23Downloads
http://www.epa.gov/wed/pages/ecoregions/na_eco.htm%23Downloads
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Table 2
Data description of variables

Mean S.D. Min. Max. Sample number

Urban forest canopy cover percentage (%)a 17.6475 14.9355 0.1 69 242
Urban forest area per capita (m2/person) 193.211 305.548 0.21 2126.44 242
Population 2000b 303565 620720 82026 8.01E + 06 242
Land Area (km2)b 214.506 263.089 19.5 1965 242
Population density 2000 (persons/km2) 1716.33 1244.51 225.73 10007.8 242
Per capita Income ($)b 21009.8 6055.96 9762 68365 242
Residential land value (an average owner-occupied single-family

lot in 44 big cities (thousands of current dollars)c
119.636 121.592 19 602 44

Single-family owner-occupied house value ($)b 138766 76388.3 40900 495200 242
Estimated residential land price (thousands of current dollars) 125.17 103.52 24.81 615.44 242
Ecoregion indexd 1 = forest, temperate prairie, coastal plain

0 = desert, semi-arid plain, everglade, and others

a Dwyer et al. (2000).
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As hypothesized, the demand for urban forest varies posi-
tively with income. The income elasticity of the demand for
urban forest is 1.76, indicating urban forest is highly responsive
to changes in income and may exhibit some characteristics of a

Table 3
Regression results of the demand for urban forests

Eq. (6) (total
urban forests)

Eq. (6’) (urban forest
areas per capita)

Independent variables Coefficient (t-value) Coefficient (t-value)
Constant −18.580 (5.91) −4.808 (1.53)
LN (income) 1.762 (5.34) 1.768 (5.36)
Estimated LN (urban −1.260 (9.93) −1.260 (9.94)
U.S. Census Bureau (2000).
c Davis and Palumbo (2005).
d Omernik’s ecoregion system.

egrated (Davis and Heathcote, 2004). However, this research
ddresses the aggregate residential land price across the whole
ation. At the city level, very few studies have been conducted.
avis and Palumbo (2005) conducted a research on land val-
es of an average owner-occupied single-family lot in 46 large
ities by Metropolitan Statistical Area. This is the only available
ata of the residential land price in specific cities. We will use
his available residential land price in 44 cities (Within the 46
ities, Washington, DC and Providence, RI are not included in
ur sample cities. Therefore we only use the other 44 cities for
his estimation.), and single-family owner-occupied house value
hich is available in the US Census, to estimate the residential

and price for each sample city in our study.
Previous studies have shown that residential land price is

ainly correlated to house value, population, and city land area.
ased on the existent residential land price of the 44 cities noted
bove, we regress the residential land price on house value,
opulation and land area to determine the coefficients of every
ndependent variable. Logarithm data are used in estimation of
he model to correct for nonnormality of the distributions.

The results of this regression including the values of each
oefficients and t-ratio are listed in Table 1. The R2 of 0.87
ndicates the strong explanation power of our model and the
igh reliability of our forthcoming estimation for residential land
rice in other cities which is based on this model.

Based on the coefficients of the independent variables:
opulation (Pop), land area (LA), and single house value
HV), we estimate the residential land price (LVresi) for
ach sample city in our study using following equation:
n(LVresi) = −10.848 + 0.31 ln(Pop) − 0.395 ln(LA) + 1.160 ln(H
he estimated residential land value is described in Table 2.

In our model, it is not important for the residential land value
o very accurately measure the opportunity costs of urban forests.
his methodology is appropriate when the residential land value
Please cite this article in press as: Zhu, P., Zhang, Y., Demand for urb
doi:10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005

s able to indicate the trend or index of the opportunity costs of
rban forests. Since land value is the most costly component
f the urban forests, residential land value could be the best
ndicator of the urban forest price across cities.

L
E
A

. Results

Table 2 presents the data description of all variables in our
mpirical analysis. The ecoregion index, as a control variable
apturing the natural environmental effect, is inappropriate to
e expressed in logarithmic form. After reviewing the data, we
ound that some cities’ data about urban trees have obvious errors
r outliners. Therefore, we keep 210 cities in our final regres-
ions. The values of other variables are transformed by natural
ogarithm prior to estimation, according to the analysis of our
heoretical model. Standard ordinary least square estimates are
btained for the demand equation and presented in Table 3.

The regression results show that all of the estimated coeffi-
ients have their expected signs and are statistically significant
t the 1% level. Ecoregion index in our model exhibits a very sig-
ificant influence on the demand for urban forest. The positive
ign before ecoregion index attests to the conclusions made by
owak et al. (1996) and Dwyer et al. (2000). These prior studies

laimed that urban tree canopy cover is also highest in forested
coregions, followed by other ecoregions such as grasslands and
eserts.
an forests in United States cities, Landscape Urban Plann (2007),

forest price)
N (population) .799 (9.69) −.202 (2.45)
coregion index (dummy) .348 (4.31) .348 (4.31)
djusted R2 0.591 0.490

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005
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uxury good. This income elasticity estimate means that a 1%
ncrease in per capita income would cause a 1.76% increase in
he demand for urban forest.

Similarly, the demand for urban forest varies inversely with
ts price as we expected. According to the regression results,
he price elasticity of the demand for urban forest is approxi-

ately −1.26, indicating urban forest is relatively sensitive to
he changes in its price. This price elasticity estimate means that
ith a 1% increase in the price of urban forest, the demand for
rban forest will decrease 1.26%.

Our results show that the coefficient is positive between pop-
lation growth and total urban forest, but negative between
opulation growth and the per capita demand for urban forest.
his means that total urban forest area increases at a lower rate

han the total population growth. Such changes are likely caused
y two forces: changes within the initial city limit and expansion
f the city limits as the population grow.

. Discussions and conclusions

One empirical finding we make from this study is that higher
ncome populations or residents will have more demand for
rban forests. Urban forests are economic goods. When income
ncreases the demand will rise as well. Rich communities have
arger budget on public forests, and have larger private house lots
here private trees mostly are grown. Demand for urban forest

s elastic with respect to price and highly responsive to changes
n income. As the status of urban forest is a good indicator of
rban environmental quality, higher income populations afford
he expense of alternative land use, planting and maintaining
f urban trees. This conclusion is also consistent with a recent
tudy in the Southeastern United States (see Zhu and Zhang,
006). Therefore, although economic development consumes
ore land for construction purposes, including residential and

ndustrial development, the overall impact on environment is
ositive at least from the indicator of urban trees.

Our finding on the impact of price on the demand for urban
orest is consistent with other empirical studies concerning the
emand for public parks, recreation services, and environmen-
al quality. Borcherding and Deacon (1972) found the own price
lasticity for Park-Recreation to be −.50 and −.41. Bergstrom
nd Goodman (1973) reported an average price elasticity esti-
ate of −.19 for parks and recreation services. Perkins (1977)

ound a price-elastic demand for park and recreation with an
verage elasticity estimate of −2.12, while Santerre (1985)
ncovered price elasticity estimates of −.35 on average. Other
esearch concerning environmental quality also concluded sim-
lar own price elasticity. Palmquist (1982) found that air quality
rice elasticity ranges from −1.2 to −1.4, while Bender et al.
1980) reported a range from −0.262 to −0.503. Zabel and Kiel
2000) found a price elasticity of −0.479 for ozone and −0.128
or particulates. More recently, Brasington and Hite (2005) con-
luded their price elasticity of demand for environmental quality
Please cite this article in press as: Zhu, P., Zhang, Y., Demand for urb
doi:10.1016/j.landurbplan.2007.09.005

o be −0.12. The estimated price elasticity in this study is −1.26
hat is comparable to the results of other studies.

As far as income elasticity is concerned, Borcherding and
eacon (1972) reported estimates ranging from 1.29 to 2.74 for

A
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arks and recreation services whereas Bergstrom and Goodman
1973) estimated an income elasticity of 1.32. Other findings
bout income elasticity estimates for parks and recreation ser-
ices were relatively lower, with an average of 0.65 for Perkins
1977), and 0.71 for Santerre (1985). Our income elasticity esti-
ate of 1.76 for urban forest is slightly higher than most of

he other estimates for parks and recreation services. This is
easonable because urban forest has a larger private component
ompared to other public goods such as parks and recreation ser-
ices. Privately owned urban forest, such as trees in the backyard,
an be seen everywhere and will greatly contribute to the whole
rban forest system. However, this is not the case for parks or
ther recreation services.

In wrapping up this paper, it is appropriate to point out some
eaknesses of this study. The first and most critical weakness

s using one dummy (ecoregion) to cover geological and nat-
ral variation such as landscape, soil, climate, etc. Secondly,
ifferent specifications that might change the size of coeffi-
ients have not been investigated, partly because the data do not
ermit the development of more complicated models to con-
uct more complex estimates and testing. Thirdly, the variation
f demand has only been investigated across cities, while the
ariation across individuals within each city (e.g., different sub-
ivision) may also contribute to better understanding of demand
or urban forests. Finally, the substitution effect by consider-
ng the landscape and environment around city and region has
ot been adequately addressed. All these issues are important to
nderstand the demand for urban forests and could serve as focal
oints for future study. Therefore, on the one hand, we need to
e cautious when we interpret elasticity of income, price and
opulation; on the other hand, further investigation is needed
o find how natural variables, individual income as well as the
hare between public and private urban forests affect the demand
or urban forests. One potential approach that might overcome
he above limitations is to explore the historical change in each
ity using time series analysis. This study and findings could be
seful to continuous investigation for some policy implication
or urban planning and decision makers.
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